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About This Content

The high-flying, high-bouncing ninja girls of SENRAN KAGURA return, this time with more moves, more playable characters,
more story and attitude, and more destruction online with matches that can support up to 10 players. All the previous shinobi

girls return with a host of upgraded moves to master, and new playable characters offer more challenges to conquer, along with
a story that's equal parts sexy and shocking, serious and scandalous, busty and brawling.

This DLC includes:
Ayame (Character)
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Title: SENRAN KAGURA ESTIVAL VERSUS - Ayame
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tamsoft
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.
Franchise:
SENRAN KAGURA
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i3-550 @ 3.2 GHz (2-core)

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 19 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 11.0

English,Japanese
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senran kagura estival versus ayame dlc. senran kagura estival versus ayame

the vault storeg didn't upgrade need help. Absolute kino.

Update 26.4.2018: The game now has official English localization and rest of the story spellcards have been added. The netcode
is still trash.

Update 13.5.2018: I played through the whole story now that it's complete. The English localization has some minor problems
but I understood the plot. I really like the game now, but I still can't recommend it because the netplay is (still) horrendous.
Waiting for those netcode patches, Tasofro.

At the current state? No, I'm not recommending it. The game just has too many problems right now, including missing
spellcards in the story mode, missing sprites, and ♥♥♥♥♥♥ netcode. These are the current problems. Tasofro released the
game incomplete (they mentioned this before releasing) with the idea of updating it later on. So if we ignore the bugs that
(hopefully) are fixed soon, let's take a look at some other problems. The maximum resolution is 1280x720. Yes, really. They
couldn't even bother with 1920x1080. Now this might sound like nitpicking, but I'm sure more options wouldn't hurt. Alt-
tabbing from fullscreen will put the game back to windowed, which is not really a problem, you can just press Alt+Enter to get
back to fullscreen.

This is easily my favorite floater out of the three (13.5, 14.5, 15.5). I think the story is interesting, and if you want to support
ZUN and play some casual fightan, go for it.

And lastly, for the GNU/Linux folks out there, it works fine with Wine.[appdb.winehq.org]. Good game. Very creative. I love
it!. Not what I was expecting. I thought it would have game play that was similar to other ARPGs, but it's more like a series of
arena rooms where a fixed number of enemies spawn. You kill the enemies, go to next arena room. Eventually a boss comes.
The english translations are poor, and all in all with the daily missions and store to purchase items with gems, it seems more like
a mobile game. If this is what you are looking for, you may find it fun. It performs well and looks fine, but it's not the type of
game I was looking for.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zl1L0oWVoU
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An improvement on the first (two) games in many ways but a *major* step down in voice acting quality, and facial animations
are incredibly poor: not nearly good enough to show the complex emotions characters need to convey to sell the narrative.
Barely good enough to convincingly lip sync. So much effort has gone into other parts of this game it's astounding that so little
effort has been put into this key element.. Pretty fun but it has a few major glitches. If you attack a sector and then retreat it
actually makes the Enemy abandon the sector. I actually won teh campaign just by having my Japanese destroyers blitz the
American sectors with this tactic.

It's a promising idea for a game but it'd be great to see a bit more depth. There's a limited amount of armament so each ship
feels generic. A few things like giving the Japanese Long Lance torpedoes with extended range, or maybe a Radar upgrade for
the Americans (which would add more range circles) would make the ships feel more unique.

Overall it's worth the money if you really love games about naval battle, but there's still a lot of room for improvement and
expansion.. Devs need to update it, but I still like the game. If you buy it, it'll only gain popularity hopefully. There isn't much
which is why the devs need to update it though.. Quite hard to make things right ��. For people who don't know how to find the
soundtrack: right click "The Banner Saga 2" in your Steam libary. Click Properties. Click the "Local Files" tab. Click "Browse
Local Files." Your music is in the file labelled "ost."

Just bought the soundtrack. Excellent music that makes me ears want to go on a friggin' Viking adventure at the end of the
world.

Very recommended.. Good Old Game. Worst game... looked so cool but no tutorials + Wtf singleplayer?
Update my friend!
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